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We report the results of a multimessenger search for coincident signals from the LIGO and Virgo
gravitational-wave observatories and the partially completed IceCube high-energy neutrino detector,
including periods of joint operation between 2007–2010. These include parts of the 2005–2007 run and the
2009–2010 run for LIGO-Virgo, and IceCube’s observation periods with 22, 59 and 79 strings. We find no
significant coincident events, and use the search results to derive upper limits on the rate of joint sources
for a range of source emission parameters. For the optimistic assumption of gravitational-wave emission
energy of 10−2 M⊙c2 at ∼150 Hz with ∼60 ms duration, and high-energy neutrino emission of 1051 erg
comparable to the isotropic gamma-ray energy of gamma-ray bursts, we limit the source rate below
1.6 × 10−2 Mpc−3 yr−1. We also examine how combining information from gravitational waves and
neutrinos will aid discovery in the advanced gravitational-wave detector era.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.90.102002 PACS numbers: 95.85.Sz, 95.85.Ry, 98.70.Rz
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational-wave (GW) and high-energy-neutrino
observations represent important novel opportunities in
studying a variety of cosmic processes, providing comple-
mentary information to electromagnetic searches. They
carry information on the origin of high-energy emission
as well as the dynamics and structure of the process driving
the emission [1–7], which may be difficult to decipher via
electromagnetic observations ([8,9] and references therein).
GWs are produced by the bulk motion of the progenitor,
typically carrying information on the dynamics of the
source’s central region. High-energy neutrinos, on the other
hand, require hadron acceleration in, e.g., relativistic out-
flows from a central engine. Astrophysical processes that
produce GWs may also drive relativistic outflows, which
can emit high-energy radiation, such as GeV-PeV neutrinos
or gamma rays. Detecting GWs along with other forms of
radiation from a common source would shed light on the
internal processes within the source, and could increase
detection confidence.
The search for common sources of GWs and high-
energy-neutrino has recently become possible with the
construction and upgrade of large-scale observatories. GW
detectors include LIGO [1] and Virgo [10], which are being
upgraded to second-generation detectors [11,12], and GEO
[13], which is currently acquiring data. Another advanced
GW detector, KAGRA [14], is being constructed in Japan.
The possibility to construct a third advanced LIGO obser-
vational facility in India is also currently being explored
[15]. With the construction of the advanced LIGO detectors
finishing in 2015, multiple detections of GWs from
compact binary mergers are expected after 2016–2018
[16]. High-energy-neutrino observatories currently in
operation include IceCube [17–19]—a cubic-kilometer
detector at the geographic South Pole—and ANTARES [20]
in the Mediterranean sea. ANTARES is planned to be
followed by a multi-cubic-kilometer detector in the
Mediterranean sea called KM3NeT in the following years
aVisitor from Earthquake Research Institute, University of
Tokyo, Bunkyo, Tokyo 113-0032, Japan.
bVisitor from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland 20771, USA.
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[21]. The Baikal Neutrino Telescope, operating at Lake
Baikal, is also planned to be upgraded to a km3 volume
[22]. IceCube is also sensitive to low energy (MeV)
thermal neutrinos from nearby supernovae [23], and
contributes to the Supernova Early Warning System
(SNEWS) network along with several other neutrino
detectors, including Super-Kamiokande [24], Borexino
[25], the Large Volume Detector [26] and the Sudbury
Neutrino Observatory [27].
High-energy neutrinos of cosmic origin have recently
been observed, for the first time, by IceCube [28,29]. Their
detection represents a major step towards multimessenger
astronomy. In an all-sky search for the most energetic
(> 30 TeV) neutrinos, a total of 28 astrophysical neutrino
candidates were identified over a period of 2 years,
significantly above the number of expected atmospheric
background (≈10 events). The neutrinos have no clear
directional or temporal clustering. While many sources
of astrophysical origin have been suggested (see, e.g.,
[30–39]), so far there is no compelling evidence for a
specific source population.
Several classes of astrophysical transients that are detected
electromagnetically are also associated with significant
GW and high-energy-neutrino emission. These processes
include the gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) [8,40–49], core-
collapse supernovae with rapidly rotating cores [50–52],
flares from soft-gamma repeaters [53–55], or even cosmic
string cusps [56–59].
GRBs are one of the most promising sources for joint
GWþ neutrino observations. GRBs are intense flashes of
∼ MeV photons of typically extragalactic origin, occurring
a few times a day in the observable universe [60]. They are
thought to be produced in relativistic outflows likely driven
by accretion onto a compact object [61,62], or by a rapidly
rotating neutron star [63]. Hadrons accelerated in the
relativistic outflows will result in the production of high-
energy neutrinos through interaction with photons or other
hadrons [42,43]. The central engines that drive the outflow
can be formed by (i) the collapse of the rapidly rotating core
of a massive star, which can also produce supernovae [64],
or by (ii) the merger of two neutron stars or a neutron star
and a black hole [65]. Stellar core collapse with rapidly
rotating cores are thought to be the origin of long (≳2s)
GRBs. They can lead to GW emission via, e.g., rotational
instabilities in the newly formed protoneutron stars, non-
axisymmetric instabilities of the accretion disk, or the
fragmentation of the collapsing core [66–68]. Compact
binary neutron star or neutron-star-black-hole mergers are
thought to be the progenitors of short (≲2s) GRBs [69,70].
They emit strong GWs as the two compact objects
inspiral and merge, in the sensitive frequency band of
LIGO/Virgo [71–73].
Another promising source type, soft-gamma repeaters
(SGR), are sources of short bursts of gamma rays emitted
at irregular intervals. They occasionally emit giant
gamma-ray/x-ray flares that can be detected from the
Milky Way or nearby galaxies within a few megaparsecs,
at a rate lower than the GRB rate (e.g., [74]). SGRs are
thought to be highly magnetized neutron stars. Their
gamma outbursts may be a consequence of the tectonic
activity of the neutron star crust (starquake). The seismic
vibration of a neutron star following a starquake gives rise
to GW emission (e.g., [55,75,76]). Tectonic activity in the
neutron star is followed by the reconfiguration of the
neutron star’s magnetic fields, resulting in x-ray and
gamma-ray radiation [77,78]. Sudden magnetic reconfig-
uration may also accelerate protons and other nuclei,
leading to the production of high-energy neutrinos [53,79].
For joint GWþ neutrino detection, a particularly inter-
esting subset of these sources are those that have faint
electromagnetic emission, such as choked GRBs [80–82]
for which the relativistic outflow stalls before it can break
out of the stelar envelope, and low-luminosity GRBs with
mildly relativistic ejecta [43,83].
The coincident detectability of GWs and high-energy
neutrinos, and the scientific potential of such searches, was
first recognized in [84], and later independently in [85].
The population of cosmic events producing both GWs and
high-energy-neutrino emission was first constrained obser-
vationally [86] with data from the initial LIGO-Virgo
detectors and the partially completed IceCube detector
(see Sec. III B). While the population of cosmic events
expected to produce detectable joint emission falls below
these early observational limits, the results were used to
estimate the projected upper limits achievable with
advanced GW detectors and the completed IceCube, which
can provide meaningful constraints or detection.
A search for coincident GWs and high-energy neutrinos
has recently been carried out using the initial LIGO-Virgo
observatories and the partially completed ANTARES detec-
tor [87]. The search found no significant coincident events.
ANTARES is mainly sensitive to TeV neutrino sources from
the southern hemisphere, making this a complementary
search to that performed with IceCube, which is mainly
sensitive to the northern hemisphere at TeV energies.
Recognizing the scientific potential of multimessenger
observations, various initiatives aim to use GWs and
neutrinos in combination with electromagnetic observa-
tions. For instance, multiple astrophysical event candidates
from both the initial LIGO-Virgo detectors [88,89] and
IceCube [90,91] have been followed up by EM telescopes:
QUEST, TAROT, ZADKO, Pi of the sky, ROTSE,
SkyMapper, the Palomar Transient Factory, and the
Swift satellite [92–95]. Sub-threshold GRB candidates
detected through gamma rays are also being used for
searches for coincident GW signals [96–98]. The
SNEWS network [99] aims to use subthreshold MeV
neutrino signals from neutrino observatories around the
world to trigger electromagnetic follow-up searches for
supernovae. The network utilizes the fact that neutrinos
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arrive up to several hours earlier than the detectable
electromagnetic signal from supernovae, as was the case
for the first confirmed astronomical MeV neutrino source,
SN 1987A [100,101]. A current initiative for multimes-
senger searches in the weak-signal limit is the proposed
Astrophysical Multimessenger Observatory Network
(AMON; [102]). AMON is planned to perform a real-time
correlation analysis of subthreshold signals from available
astronomical messengers; photons, low and high-energy
neutrinos, cosmic rays, and GWs. These subthreshold
triggers will be used to (1) increase the detectable number
of sources and (2) trigger follow-up searches that can
further enhance the significance of a potential coincident
detection.
In this paper we present a multimessenger search for
joint sources of GWs and high-energy neutrinos using the
initial LIGO and Virgo GW detectors together with the
partially complete IceCube detector in its 22, 59 and
79-string configurations. The analysis is based on the
method described in [103]. In Sec. II we briefly review
the search method and data-analysis details. In Sec. III
we present the results. Observing no evidence of a
GWþ neutrino event we set upper limits on the rate of
GWþ neutrino sources as a function of the source energy
budget. We summarize our findings and discuss the outlook
for future observations in Sec. IV.
II. MULTIMESSENGER ANALYSIS
In this section we present the status of GW and neutrino
observations and the analysis we used to combine their
results; a more detailed description of the method can be
found in [103]. Hereafter, we use the word “neutrinos” to
refer exclusively to high-energy neutrinos.
A. Gravitational-wave data
LIGO [1] and Virgo [10] are km-scale interferometric
GW observatories. LIGO has two Michelson interferom-
eters in the U.S., both with 4-km arm length. One of the
detectors is in Hanford, Washington (which we refer to as
H1), while the other one is located in Livingston, Louisiana
(which we refer to as L1). During the 2005–2007 obser-
vation period, an additional detector with 2-km arm length
was operating at the Hanford site (which we refer to as H2).
H2’s location and orientation were identical to that of H1.
The LIGO detectors were sensitive to GWs in the frequency
band of 40–7000 Hz. Virgo is a Michelson interferometer
with 3-km arm length (which we refer to as V1), located
near Cascina, Italy. Virgo is sensitive to GWs in a frequency
band similar to that of LIGO. For the present search, data
from initial Virgo’s three observation periods (VSR1-3)
were used.
LIGO and Virgo detect GWs by monitoring the relative
displacement of test masses (mirrors). An incoming GW
changes the distance between test masses with an amount
proportional to their distance. The detectors measure the
fractional difference h ¼ ðL1 − L2Þ=L between the lengths
of the two interferometer arms L1 and L2 (L2 ≃ L1 ¼ L),
which is referred to as strain. The two GW polarizations,
denoted with hþ and h×, independently contribute to the
detector strain. The detector strain also depends on the
relative orientation of the detector and the GW, which is
described by so-called antenna response factors Fþ and F×:
hðtÞ ¼ FþhþðtÞ þ F×h×ðtÞ [104].
The astrophysical reach of GW detectors can be charac-
terized, e.g., by the so-called horizon distance: the maximum
distance at which the GW signal from an optimally oriented
and optimally located source can be detected, with detection
defined as a single-detector signal-to-noise ratio of 8. It is
easiest to establish this horizon distance for compact binary
mergers for which the gravitational waveform is known to
sufficient precision. This horizon distance reached tens of
megaparsecs for the initial LIGO-Virgo detectors [105,106].
The GW output, and therefore the horizon distances, of
stellar core collapse with rapidly rotating cores and SGR
starquakes are less certain [9]. Adopting an optimistic
standard-siren GW emission with energy Egw¼10−2M⊙c2
and frequency f0 ¼ 150 Hz (e.g., [107]), such a GW signal
could be detected out to ≳10 Mpc with initial LIGO-Virgo.
For SGRs, the GW counterpart of giant flares may be
detectable, in the most optimistic scenarios, from within the
Galaxy [108].
For the present search, data from the initial LIGO
detectors’ fifth (S5) and sixth (S6) observation periods
were used. During the S5/VSR1 observation period, a small
fraction of the data was taken with only the H1, L1 and V1
detectors, i.e. without H2. Given that this period was
significantly shorter than when {H1, H2, L1, V1} were
operational, and for simplicity, we exclude this period from
the present analysis.
The LIGO S5 observation period started on November 4,
2005 and ended on October 1, 2007, while S6 lasted from
July 7, 2009 until October 20, 2010. Virgo VSR1 started on
May 18, 2007 and ended on October 1, 2007. Virgo VSR2
ran from July 7, 2009 to January 11, 2010, while Virgo
VSR3 ran from August 11, 2010 to October 20, 2010. The
observational periods of LIGO and Virgo used in this
analysis are shown graphically in Fig. 1 in comparison to
IceCube. The three GW search periods have similar noise
spectra and have comparable sensitivities. The S6 period
having a nominal factor of ∼2 lower background noise
level than the S5 period.
In the present analysis, we only use data when all
available detectors were operational. This means that for
the S5 observation period, data is analyzed only if H1, H2,
L1 and V1 were operational, while for the S6 observation
period, we require H1, L1 and V1 to be operational. The
total duration of such data taking period for S5/VSR1, in
coincidence with IceCube in its 22-strings configuration
(IC22) is ∼64 days. There are ∼30 days of coincident data
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between S6-VSR2 and IceCube in its 59-string configura-
tion (IC59) and ∼26 days of coincident data for S6-VSR3
and IceCube in its 79-string configuration (IC79).
We analyze GW data from the LIGO-Virgo observatories
using the coherent WaveBurst (cWB) analysis pipeline
[109]. The cWB pipeline searches for short GW transients
with durations ≲1s in the [64 Hz, 2048 Hz] frequency
range, which includes the most sensitive frequency band
of LIGO and Virgo (∼150 Hz). The pipeline looks for
“generic” GW signals within this frequency range, with no
further constraints on their waveform [110]. The cWB
pipeline coherently combines information from all GW
detectors to perform a constrained maximum likelihood
analysis. The output of the pipeline is a list of astrophysical
GW signal candidates, which wewill refer to as GWevents.
For each GW event, cWB records its (i) time of arrival,
(ii) test statistic ρ and (iii) directional distribution. The test
statistic of a GWevent is the coherent network amplitude ρ,
which is proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio. The
directional distribution is specified within 0.4° × 0.4° size
pixels.
The significance of each event is used to calculate the
GW false alarm rate (FARgw), that is, the frequency of
occurrence of events from background alone with a greater
significance. In this analysis we consider only those GW
events whose FARgw, based on their significance, is
≤ 1 day−1. This FARgw was used for electromagnetic
follow-up observations of GW events [92]. The ρ values
corresponding to FARgw ¼ 1 day−1 for the three observa-
tion periods are ρs5=vsr1 ≈ 2.7, ρs6=vsr2 ≈ 3.3, ρs6=vsr3 ≈ 3.4.
Note that the different value for S5/VSR1 is due to the fact
that the H2 detector is also used there.
B. High-energy-neutrino data
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory [17], located near
the South Pole, is a cubic-kilometer Cherenkov detector
optimized to detect neutrinos at the TeV-PeV energy scale.
The full detector consists of 86 vertical strings, with a
set of 60 digital optical modules (DOMs) on each string.
These DOMs are used to detect Cherenkov light from
neutrino-induced charged particles. The present search uses
observational data from IceCube during its construction
period, which can be characterized with the number of
strings deployed at the time of the observation. Deployment
was performed only during Austral summers, resulting in
extended ∼1 yr observation periods using a constant
number of deployed strings (see Fig. 1).
IceCube detects neutrinos through the Cherenkov pho-
tons from secondary charged particles. For the present
search, the secondary particles are muons, which, at> GeV
energies, travel long enough in ice before decaying for an
accurate direction reconstruction. We apply the neutrino
event selection of the standard IceCube point source
analysis [4,111–116]. Due to the large flux of muons
produced by cosmic ray interactions within the atmosphere,
the search is constrained to muons moving upward through
the detector. As the Earth is opaque to muons, atmospheric
muons are filtered out in these directions. The remaining
background is due to atmospheric neutrinos produced by
cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere, and which
produce muons in the ice around or within the detector.
The direction of the secondary muons are reconstructed to a
precision of ≲1° in the TeV-PeV energy range [117]. At
these energies, the difference between the direction of the
incoming neutrino and the secondary muon is negligible.
Astrophysical neutrinos from individual sources can be
identified by a localized excess in space and/or time above
the atmospheric background. The energy spectrum of
atmospheric neutrinos can also be used to differentiate
between the background and astrophysical signals.
Neutrinos produced in the atmosphere have a soft energy
spectrum (e.g., [118]) with a power law spectral index
of ∼ − 3.7 above 100 GeV, compared to the harder
astrophysical spectrum, with a spectral index of ∼ − 2
due to the expected Fermi acceleration of protons in the
GRB outflow [119].
The present search uses high-energy-neutrino data from
the IceCube Neutrino Observatory in its 22, 59 and 79-
string configurations. Neutrino data was recorded with the
22-string configuration from May 31, 2007 to April 4,
2008. IceCube recorded data with its 59-string configura-
tion from May 20, 2009 to May 30, 2010, and with its 79-
string configuration from May 31, 2010 to May 12, 2011.
The observational periods of IceCube used in this analysis
are shown graphically in Fig. 1 in comparison to the
observation periods of LIGO and Virgo. The number of
detected astrophysical neutrino candidates for the three
observation periods, as well as their subsets that were
detected during times when H1, L1 and V1 GW detectors
were operational, are shown in Table I.
For each neutrino, this analysis uses its (i) time of arrival,
(ii) reconstructed direction, (iii) directional uncertainty and
(iv) reconstructed energy. The present search uses the
reconstructed neutrino energy as a test statistic to character-
ize the significance of the neutrino signal, while the
S5 S6
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FIG. 1 (color online). Observational periods of the initial LIGO
and Virgo GW detectors, the partially completed IceCube
detector, as well as the joint GWþ neutrino search periods.
The IC40 observation period was not coincident with LIGO-
Virgo observation periods, and was therefore not included in this
search. See also Sec. II A and Table I for more information on the
GW and neutrino observation periods, respectively.
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reconstructed direction and its uncertainty are also used to
determine the significance of the directional coincidence
between neutrinos, GWs and galaxies.
Note that the energy measured by IceCube is necessarily
a lower limit on the actual energy of the neutrino. If a
secondary muon is produced outside of the detector, an
unknown fraction of the neutrino energy is transferred to
the shower at the interaction vertex and the muon will lose
energy before reaching the instrumented volume. These
two effects are difficult to account for when reconstructing
the neutrino’s energy (c.f. [116,122]).
C. Galaxy distribution
The distribution of GW sources is expected to be highly
nonuniform in the volume within a few tens of Mpc probed
by initial LIGO and Virgo. We take advantage of this by
looking for astrophysical sources in the directions of
galaxies, and by assigning a weight to the direction of
each galaxy proportional to the probability of detecting an
astrophysical neutrino from that direction. Here, we assume
that common GWþ neutrino sources are located within or
near galaxies, and that the source population within/nearby
a galaxy is proportional to the galaxy’s blue luminosity (see
[103] and references therein). This estimate also assumes
uniform directional sensitivity (IceCube’s sensitivity
weakly depends on the zenith angle; e.g., [123]).
We take the list of galaxies with their locations and blue
luminosities from the Gravitational-Wave Galaxy Catalog
[124]. We assign each galaxy a weight that reflects the
probability of detecting an astrophysical neutrino from the
given galaxy.
Since we assume that the number of sources in a galaxy
is proportional to B, the probability of detecting a neutrino
from a source within this galaxy will also be proportional
to B. The neutrino flux observed on Earth from any source
within the galaxy source will scale with r−2. Assuming that
the typical number of expected neutrino events from such a
flux from a source is ≪ 1, the probability of detecting a
single neutrino from a given galaxy is therefore propor-
tional with B=r2. This value will be our weight for the
galaxy. Note that the factor would be B2=r4 for two
neutrinos from two independent events from the same
galaxy, but this factor would be very small and therefore we
ignore it in this analysis.
We can also consider the detection of more than one
neutrino from a given source. For this analysis we only
consider up to two neutrinos, since three or more detected
neutrinos from a single source would by itself be a
detection if the neutrinos were all detected within a
500 s time window (see Sec. II D 2). The probability of
detecting a neutrino doublet from a single source, again
with the assumption that the typical neutrino flux from a
source is ≪ 1, is proportional to B=r4.
For simplicity, the analysis divides the sky into
0.1° × 0.1° pixels and sums the contribution from each
galaxy to these pixels (see Fig. 1. in [124] and Fig. 5. in
[103]). We only take into account galaxies that are within
the [5 Mpc, 40 Mpc] range. With the lower cutoff we only
discard a small fraction of the potential events, while these
events may produce a strong enough signal that could be
detectable with GW or neutrino detectors independently.
The farther cutoff takes into account that even in optimistic
models the joint emission can only be detected out to
≲40 Mpc due to GW sensitivity.
D. Analysis algorithm
The joint analysis aims to identify GW events and
neutrinos that originate from a common astrophysical
source [103]. Below we refer to a temporally coincident
GW event and one or more neutrinos as a GWþ neutrino
event. In this section we describe how the significance of a
GWþ neutrino event is calculated.
The joint analysis determines the significance of a
GWþ neutrino event by combining the significances
and directional distributions of GW events, neutrinos and
galaxies. The following measures are used:
(1) GW signal test statistic: ρ;
(2) neutrino energy: Eν;
(3) probability of having more than 1 background
neutrino temporally coincident with the GW (if
applicable);
TABLE I. Number of neutrinos for the three IceCube observation periods considered in the present analysis. First
column (No. of strings): number of strings in the different IceCube configurations, corresponding to the three
observation periods. Second column (Start): start date of observation period. Third column (End): end date of
observation period. Fourth column (No. of neutrinos): number of neutrinos from the northern hemisphere for the
different observation periods. Fifth column (No. coincident with GW data): number of neutrinos that were detected
during the timewhen H1, L1 and V1 were operational (for the first row, the operation of H2 was also required). Sixth
column (Ref.): reference describing neutrino data selection.
No. of strings Start End No. of ν No. coincident with GW data Ref.
22 May 2007 Apr 2008 4852 978 [120]
59 May 2009 May 2010 43339 3363 [121]
79 May 2010 May 2011 50857 3892 [121]
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(4) point spread functions of GW, neutrinos and
galaxies;
The p-values of these four measures are calculated sepa-
rately, and then are combined into a joint p-value. Figure 2
illustrates how they are combined, while a detailed explan-
ation is presented below.
1. Neutrino significance
We start with neutrinos detected by IceCube. We use
the energy of a neutrino to calculate its significance; the
neutrino’s direction and the number of coincident neutrinos
will be used separately (see Secs. II D 4 and II D 3,
respectively). For neutrino i with reconstructed energy
EðiÞν , the p-value p
ðiÞ
ν will be the probability of a back-
ground neutrino having energy EBGν ≥ E
ðiÞ
ν :
pðiÞν ¼ PðEBGν ≥ EðiÞν Þ: ð1Þ
We conservatively assume here that the fraction of detected
astrophysical neutrinos is negligible within all detected
neutrinos, and use the energy estimators of all detected
neutrinos for obtaining the p-values.
2. Gravitational-wave significance
Next, we calculate the significance of GWevent j that is
temporally coincident with neutrino i above. The test
statistic ρj of GW event j is obtained using the cWB
pipeline. We first calculate the false alarm rate FARðjÞgw of
the GWevent by determining the rate at which background
GWevents occur with test-statistic values ρbg ≥ ρi. We use
this FARgw to calculate the p-value of GWevent j, defined
as the probability of finding a background GW event with
ρ ≥ ρj that is temporally coincident with neutrino i:
pðiÞgw ¼ 1 − Poisð0; 2T · FARðjÞgwÞ; ð2Þ
where Poisðk; λÞ is the Poisson probability of k outcomes
with λ average, and T is the GWþ neutrino coincidence
time window.
We adopt an emission time window of T ¼ 500 s
following the recommendation of [125]. We assume that
a source emits both GWs and neutrinos over this 500 s
period, and consequently the maximum allowed time
difference between a GW event and a neutrino is 500 s.
For a detected neutrino, this corresponds to a total time
window of 2T ¼ 1000 s (500 s) in which a GW event
needs to be in order for the two events to be considered
coincident. This T time window is established based on
the expected emission duration of long GRBs, being a
conservative upper limit on the duration of long-GRB
central engines’ activity. It takes into account the observed
duration of prompt gamma-ray emission, the duration of a
relativistic jet burrowing through the stellar envelope, as
well as potential precursor activity prior to prompt emis-
sion. The time window is likely also sufficient for other
multimessenger transients, such as short GRBs or magnetar
giant flares.
3. Significance of neutrino cluster
We further take into account that multiple neutrinos can
be detected in coincidence with a GW event. Note that we
do not search for multiple GW events from one astrophysi-
cal source. Two neutrinos are considered to have come
from the same source only if they are temporally and
directionally coincident. Neutrinos are considered tempo-
rally coincident if they arrive within T from each other,
following the same motivation as for the time window for
GW events and neutrinos [125]. We define directional
coincidence as the existence of a common direction from
which both neutrinos could originate from with probabil-
ity p > 0.05.
First, for a cluster of neutrinos, we calculate the
significance of the neutrinos’ test statistic by taking the
product of the p-value of each neutrino within the cluster,
to arrive at a significance
pν ¼
Y
fkg
pðkÞν ; ð3Þ
where the product is over all elements in the cluster.
Second, we assign a p-value to the coincidence of the
cluster of N neutrinos, defined as the probability that a total
of ≥ N neutrinos occur within a T interval. For background
neutrinos detected with rate fν over the northern hemi-
sphere and uniformly distributed in time, this probability is
pclusterðNÞ ¼ 1 −
XN−2
k¼0
Poisðk; fν · TÞ: ð4Þ
Note that the sum goes to N − 2 since we require at least 2
neutrinos for a cluster, i.e. pcluster is a conditional
FIG. 2 (color online). Flow diagram of the joint GWþ neutrino
analysis algorithm, showing how information on neutrinos,
galaxies and GWs are combined into one test statistic. PSFs
denote the point spread functions of GWs and neutrinos, and the
weighted directional distribution of galaxies. See Sec. II D for
definitions of the parameters and for a detailed description of the
algorithm.
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probability, i.e. it is the probability of the detection
of additional neutrinos given that the first neutrino has
been detected. For only one neutrino, we have
pclusterðN ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1.
4. Significance of directional coincidence
We assign an additional significance to the directional
coincidence of GWs, neutrinos and galaxies. We define the
test statistic for directional coincidence to be the likelihood
ratio of the GWevent and neutrino coming from a common
galaxy. We use this test statistic to calculate the p-value
psky of directional coincidence. See Appendix A for the
derivation of psky (see also [103]).
5. Combined significance
After obtaining the p-values for GWevents, neutrinos, as
well as their directional coincidence, we combine these p-
values using Fisher’s method into one joint test statistic:
X2i ¼ −2 ln ½pðiÞskypðiÞgwpclusterðNÞpν: ð5Þ
The background distribution of this combined test statistic
PbgðX2Þ is used to calculate the p-value for a given X2i :
pðiÞgwν ¼
Z
∞
X2i
PBGðX2ÞdX2: ð6Þ
It is often convenient to evaluate the significance of a
GWþ neutrino event using a joint false alarm rate (FAR)
threshold. One can define a FAR corresponding to GWþ
neutrino event i as FARi ¼ pðiÞgwν=tobs, where tobs is the
duration of the joint observation period. This FAR means
that the rate of background events identified by the joint
analysis with X2 ≥ X2i will be FARi.
E. Background distribution
The background GW-event level is generated by intro-
ducing time shifts between data from GW detectors. For a
given realization, the time for each GW detector data is
shifted compared to other detectors by a duration that is
much greater than the travel time of a GW between the
detectors, as well as the allowed GW transient duration.
This ensures that, in the time-shifted data, no GW signal is
coincident in the multiple detectors. For the analysis a total
of 200 time shifts are produced, and cWB is used to search
for GW events in these time-shifted data.
For a subset of background GW events identified by
cWB, we assign neutrinos randomly selected from the
list of neutrinos detected by IceCube. In practice this is
implemented by changing the time of arrival of each
neutrino to match the time of the corresponding GW
background event. We keep the other parameters of the
neutrino unchanged: the energy estimator and its
uncertainty, as well as direction in local detector coordi-
nates and its uncertainty.
We search for GWþ neutrino events in the set of
generated events using the joint analysis to obtain the
background distribution of X2. Since the events are
generated to have temporally coincident GW event and
neutrino, we further need to account for the fact that a large
fraction of the neutrinos is expected to have no temporally
coincident GW event in the real data. This is accounted for
using the GW event and neutrino rates and the observation
time, and assuming uniform temporal distribution for both
GW events and neutrinos.
F. Simulated signals
We use simulated GW and neutrino signals to examine
the sensitivity of the joint search to astrophysical events.
For this analysis we adopt two different GW signal types.
Both simulated GW signals have linearly polarized sine-
Gaussian waveforms. This is a conservative choice as GW
detectors are more sensitive to circularly polarized GWs
(e.g., [126]). We note that the observed GWs are circularly
polarized for rotating sources viewed along their rotation
axis, which is the case, e.g., for GRBs with highly
collimated jets.
For linearly polarized GWs with polarizations hþ and
h× of the GW strain, we can choose the coordinate system
such that the signal’s polarization is in the þ mode. Our
simulated, linearly polarized GW signal can then be written
as
hþðtÞ ¼ h0 sinð2πf0tÞ exp½−ð2πf0tÞ2=2Q2; ð7Þ
h×ðtÞ ¼ 0; ð8Þ
where h0 is the maximum amplitude, f0 is the characteristic
frequency, and Q=f0 is the characteristic duration of the
GW signal. For simulated astrophysical GWs, two standard
signal types with f0 ¼ 153 Hz and Q ¼ 8.9, and f0 ¼
1053 Hz and Q ¼ 9. The first waveform has a character-
istic frequency that is in the most sensitive band of the
observatories, thus probing the reach of the measurement.
For broadband emission such as compact binary mergers,
this sensitive band will represent the most important
contribution to detectability. The second waveform is at
a higher frequency that may be more typical for some core-
collapse models and SGR flares. The value of Q only
weakly affects the search sensitivity, therefore the specific
choice is not critical [108].
The two are standard gravitational waveforms that allow
the results to be compared to other GW analyses (see, e.g.,
[127]). The sensitivity of GW-only searches with respect to
other waveforms can be seen, e.g., in [126]. Simulated
GWs were added to the recorded data with distinct strain
amplitudes. The GW signal’s root-sum-squared amplitude
hrss is defined as
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h2rss ¼
Z
ðjhþðtÞj2 þ jh×ðtÞj2Þdt: ð9Þ
GWs are added with amplitudes in the range hrss ∈
½10−22; 2 × 10−19 Hz−1=2. For the standard-siren GW with
Egw ¼ 10−2 M⊙c2, this range corresponds to a source
distance of D ∈ ½50 Mpc; 50 kpc. For each strain ampli-
tude, we generate between 360 − 1114 joint simulated
events.
To generate a simulated GW signal, we first select a
random direction on the sky from an isotropic distribution
of sources with declination δ ≥ 0°, which defines the
directional range in which IceCube is the most sensitive
to TeV-PeV neutrinos. This direction determines the time-
of-arrival difference between the detectors, as well as the
antenna factors that define the projection of the strain
amplitude into the data stream. Then a simulated GW signal
with random polarization is added to the GW detector data.
Astrophysical high-energy neutrinos are simulated with
a Monte Carlo simulation of the partially completed
IceCube detector (see [113] for the IC22 simulation, and
[128] for IC59 and IC79). The simulation considers a
neutrino arriving from the direction identical to the direc-
tion chosen above for the GW signal injection. The time of
arrival of the neutrino and GW signal are chosen to be the
same. Since we do not use any weight for the time
difference of the GW event and the neutrino, choosing
the same time or arrival is equivalent to selecting a random
time for the GWevent and the neutrino within time window
T. The simulation performs the production of secondary
muons from neutrino interactions in or in the vicinity of the
detector, tracks them and their Cherenkov-light emission
through the detector and generates the signals in the DOMs.
Afterwards, the energy, direction and directional uncer-
tainty of the neutrinos are reconstructed as with real data.
The energies of the simulated neutrinos are drawn from a
distribution dNν=dEν ∝ E−2ν with an energy lower limit of
300 GeV, which takes into account the expected E−2ν
scaling of Fermi acceleration, which is the acceleration
mechanism typically considered for relativistic, shocked
outflows (e.g., [129]).
Each injected event is randomly assigned a host galaxy
using the probability weights described above. The
assigned galaxy is then treated as if its direction was
identical to the direction of origin of the simulated GWand
neutrino, i.e. it is “placed” in the direction of the simulated
signal. This treatment of the galaxy distribution increases
the effective number of simulated astrophysical signals for
a limited number of simulated GW signals. The obtained
result is conservative: any nonuniformity in the galaxy
distribution increases the advantage of using galaxies,
and since the simulated source direction is uniformly
distributed over the sky, it will, on average, decrease the
significance of simulated signals.
III. RESULTS
Our analysis has found no joint GWþ neutrino event
that was sufficiently significant to claim detection. We
found 13, 56 and 69 temporally coincident GW events and
neutrinos for the time periods spanning the S5/VSR1/IC22,
S6/VSR2/IC59 and S6/VSR3/IC79 observation periods,
respectively, which are consistent with the null hypothesis.
We found no neutrino doublets that were coincident with
a GW event, therefore in the following we focus on
GWþ neutrino events with a single neutrino.
The most significant GWþ neutrino event identified by
the analysis had X2 ¼ 9.21. It was detected on July 27,
2007 at 21:16:54 UTC, during the S5/VSR1/IC22 obser-
vation period. The reconstructed direction of the neutrino
was right ascension 159.6° and declination 20.8°. It hit 22
DOMs in IC22, making it a reconstructed event with an
energy measure typical to atmospheric events. The GW
event reached ρ ¼ 4.11. The p-value of the event, calcu-
lated for the full S5/VSR1/IC22 observation period, is
p ¼ 0.35. The event was therefore not sufficiently signifi-
cant to claim detection, and our results are consistent with
the background-only null hypothesis. For comparison, we
calculate here the X2 value that would be necessary, on
average for a GWþ neutrino signal to reach a joint false
alarm rate (FAR) of 10−2 yr−1 within the S5/VSR1/IC22
observation period, which approximately corresponds to 3σ
significance level. To obtain this X2, we perform a
Monte Carlo simulation as follows. For one realization,
we select N100 ≡ Nobs · ð100 yr=tobsÞ simulated back-
ground GWþ neutrino events [see Sec. II E and Fig. 3
(left)], where Nobs is the number of temporally coincident
GWþ neutrino events found during the S5/VSR1/IC22
observation period. For each realization, we select the
simulated joint GWþ neutrino background event with the
maximum X2 value. To obtain the expected X2, we take
the median maximum X2 value over the realizations. We
find that an event in the S5/VSR1/IC22 observation period
corresponding to a FAR of 10−2 yr−1 would need
X2 ¼ 14.3. This FAR value is equivalent to a p-value
of p ¼ FARtobs ¼ 1.7 × 10−3.
A further examination of data around our most signifi-
cant event revealed that the cause of the relatively large
signal-to-noise ratio of this event was due to large signals
present in the H1 and H2 detectors strain channels that were
caused by an electromagnetic disturbance; this disturbance
is clearly visible in magnetometer and voltage line monitor
channel signals.
To help the reader interpret our results, Table II includes
the variables used describing source properties and the
outcome of the search.
A. Efficiency and sensitivity
We calculated the background distribution of the
test statistic, X2, using 105 simulated background
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GWþ neutrino events separately for each observation
period, as well as the dependence of X2 on the injected
GWamplitude of a simulated astrophysical event separately
for each observation period. Figure 3 (left) shows the
complementary cumulative distribution function (≡1-
cumulative distribution function; 1-CDF) of X2 values
obtained for the background, as well as for simulated joint
astrophysical events for the S5/VSR1/IC22 observational
period. For a given X2i value, 1-CDF indicates the fraction
of events with X2 values for which X2 ≥ X2i . Figure 3
(right) shows a similar evaluation for the GW-only case,
which uses the GW test statistic ρ (for definition see [109]).
Comparing the two distributions, one can see that the
joint analysis is more efficient at differentiating simulated
astrophysical signals from the background. Results are
qualitatively the same for the other two observation
periods. While the sensitivity of the GW detectors is
somewhat better for later runs, the general characteristics
of the data are similar.
We also evaluated the sensitivity of the joint search in
detecting a simulated astrophysical GWþ neutrino signal
for different FAR thresholds. We determined the search
sensitivity as a function of the GW root-sum-squared
amplitude (hrss), and considered “conditional sensitivity,”
given one neutrino has been detected from the source. The
probability of detecting a neutrino from a given source is
separately taken into account in, e.g., the upper limit
estimates below. For a given FAR threshold and for a given
hrss, we define sensitivity as the probability of a joint
GWþ neutrino event with 1 detected neutrino and with
hrss GW amplitude to be recovered by the search pipeline
with a FAR below the FAR threshold. We used different
thresholds: (i) the false alarm rate FARmax;obs, that corre-
sponds to the highest test-statistic value X2max;obs, measured
during the observation period; (ii) FAR ¼ 0.1 yr−1 and
(iii) FAR ¼ 0.01 yr−1 (see Fig. 4). We fit sigmoid curves
onto the measured data to determine their trend. Not that
the curves saturate somewhat below 1, which is due to the
nonuniform directional sensitivity of the GW detector net-
work, as well as uncertainties in the reconstructed direction.
Results for the S5/VSR1/IC22 observation period are
shown in Fig. 4. We obtained similar results for the other
two observation periods.
FIG. 3 (color online). Complementary cumulative distribution function (1-CDF) of the test statistic of joint GWþ neutrino (left) and
GW-only (right) events for the background and for simulated astrophysical events, for the S5/VSR1/IC22 observation period. Results for
simulated astrophysical events are shown for different characteristic distances, as indicated in the legend. The function 1-CDF grows
with decreasing source distance. We used standard-siren GW injections (Egw ¼ 10−2 M⊙c2; sine-Gaussian waveform with character-
istic frequency f0 ¼ ∼153 Hz andQ ¼ 8.9). For the GWþ neutrino case, the results show events for which one neutrino was detected.
We also express the characteristic distances with intervals of hrss values, corresponding to the amplitude of a standard-siren GW signal at
the characteristic distance. These hrss intervals are shown in the legend in parentheses, in units of 10−22 Hz−1=2. A fit to the background
1-CDF is also shown (see Sec. III C). The distributions for the S6/VSR2/IC59 and S6/VSR3/IC79 observation periods (not shown here)
are qualitatively the same. The results show that the joint GWþ neutrino search identifies simulated astrophysical signals with higher
efficiency than the GW-only case search, and that a large fraction of the simulated signals can be clearly differentiated from the
background.
TABLE II. List of variables and parameters used in the joint
analysis, and their role.
Variable Definition
hrss Observed GW root-sum-squared amplitude
ρ GW test statistic
Eisogw Total emitted isotropic-equivalent GW energy
Eisoν Total emitted isotropic-equivalent ν energy
nðic86Þν Average No. of detected ν by IC86 from 10 Mpca
X2 Test statistic of GWþ neutrino event
Rul Joint source rate upper limit
aDetection with the full IceCube detector for a source in the
northern hemisphere at 10 Mpc distance.
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B. Source rate upper limit
We use the sensitivity of the joint search, as well as of
nondetection, to obtain astrophysical source rate upper
limits. Here we build on and improve the analysis by
Ref. [86], that derived source rate upper limits using an
effective detection volume defined by the distance at which
sources can be detected with 50% efficiency. We note that a
previous GWþ neutrino coincident search with data from
initial LIGO-Virgo and the partially completed ANTARES
derived upper limits on the GWþ neutrino source pop-
ulation using a different method [87]. Ref. [87] separately
derives horizon distances for neutrino and GW signals
(with 50% and 90% detection probabilities, respectively),
and uses the smaller horizon distance of these two to define
the effective search volume, which in turn determines
the source rate upper limit. The upper limits derived in
the LIGO-Virgo- ANTARES analysis remained above the
currently accepted source rates for long or short GRBs, as
do the results presented here. Limits from LIGO-Virgo-
ANTARES, in principle, apply to a source population on the
opposite (southern) hemisphere as the limits from the
LIGO-Virgo-IceCube search (at ∼TeV neutrino energies).
We derive source rate upper limits using the sensitivity
of the joint search as a function of hrss, determined for
FARmax;obs (see Sec. III A). We calculate upper limits
separately for the three observation periods, which are
then combined into one overall upper limit.
We can express the sensitivity of the search, which is
characterized above as a function of hrss, as a function of
the source properties. The observed GW strain amplitude
hrss depends on the total isotropic-equivalent GW energy
Eisogw emitted by the source, as well as the source luminosity
distance D:
hrss ≈
kG1=2
πc3=2
f−10 ðEisogwÞ1=2D−1; ð10Þ
where k is a constant that depends on the polarization of
the emission, and G is the gravitational constant. It is
k ¼ ð5=2Þ1=2 for circularly polarized emission that is
expected from a rotating source whose rotation axis points
towards the Earth, and k ¼ ð15=8Þ1=2 for linearly polarized
signals (e.g., [130]). We conservatively adopt this latter
value in the present analysis.
Let εdetðEisogw; DÞ denote the probability that the joint
search detects an astrophysical GWþ neutrino event with
test statistic X2 > X2max;obs, given that one neutrino is
detected from the source. This probability is shown as a
function of hrssðEisogw; DÞ in Fig. 4.
We now estimate the probability that a source will
produce a GWþ neutrino event with test statistic
X2 > X2max;obs. Let N ¼ nνðD=10 MpcÞ−2 be the expected
number of neutrinos detected by IceCube from a source at
luminosity distanceD in the northern hemisphere, where nν
is the expected number of detected neutrinos for a source
located at 10 Mpc. Note that nν depends on both the
detector and the source. The probability that at least one
neutrino will be detected from this source is
pð≥ 1jD; nνÞ ¼ 1 − Poisð0; NÞ: ð11Þ
We further take into account the source’s neutrino beaming
factor fb, which is expected to be similar to the gamma
beaming factor. The beaming factor is defined such that f−1b
is the fraction of the full sky towards which neutrinos are
emitted. We take fb ¼ 14, which is a typical upper limit on
the beaming factor of low-luminosity GRBs [131]. The
probability that a randomly oriented source at distance D
will produce a GWþ neutrino event that is detected with
X2 > X2max;obs can be expressed as
PdetðD;Eisogw; nνÞ ¼ f−1b pð≥ 1jD; nνÞεdetðEisogw; DÞ: ð12Þ
We point out that Pdet is determined by the source distance
and the source’s GW (Eisogw) and neutrino (nν) emission
parameters. Note further that Pdet is a probability for a joint
event, while pð≥ 1jD; nνÞ is a probability for the neutrino-
only case.
We place a limit on the rate of joint GWþ neutrino
events at 90% confidence level. For this confidence
level, we need to determine the source rate upper limit
that corresponds to an average of ≥ 2.3 events over
the measurement duration tobs that would produce a
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FIG. 4 (color online). Sensitivity of the joint analysis and the
GW search as a function of GW hrss, for different FARs. The FAR
values are shown in the legend. The threshold “Observation”
corresponds to the FAR of the most significant observed GWþ
neutrino event. For the simulated GW events, the standard-siren
event was used (sine-Gaussian waveform; f0 ¼ 153 Hz;
Q ¼ 8.9). For the joint analysis, the efficiency is calculated given
the detection of one neutrino from the source. For comparison, the
top axis shows the source distances corresponding to the different
hrss for the standard-siren event. For the “Observation” curve, we
show h50%rss ¼ 4.3 × 10−22 Hz−1=2 (full circle).
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GWþ neutrino with X2 > X2max;obs. Assuming a uniformly
distributed source population, the rate density R can be
constrained below an upper limit Rul:
RulðEisogw; nνÞ ¼
2.3
tobs
R
∞
0 PdetðD;Eisogw; nνÞ4πD2dD
: ð13Þ
After calculating this source rate upper limit for the three
observation periods, we combine these results to obtain one
source rate upper limit for the whole search. Upper limits
can be integrated by summing their inverse, such that
1
Rcombinedul
¼
X3
i¼1
1
RðiÞul
; ð14Þ
where the sum is over the three observation periods. The
resulting combined upper limit, Rcombinedul , is shown in Fig. 5
as a function of source emission parameters. For GW
emission, the source emission strength is expressed with
Eisogw. Characteristic GW energies range from Eisogw ∼
10−2 M⊙c2 for compact binary inspirals [71] to Eisogw ≲
10−4 M⊙c2 for core-collapse supernovae [67] (c.f., the
horizontal axis of the figure). For neutrino emission, the
source emission strength is expressed as (i) isotropic-
equivalent neutrino energy Eisoν including all neutrino
flavors, and (ii) as the average number nðic86Þν of neutrinos
that would be detected from the source at 10 Mpc distance,
scaled to the full IceCube detector (with 86 strings). These
two neutrino measures are connected as Eisoν ¼ κnðic86Þν ,
with κ ≈ 0.7 × 1049 erg for an E−2 neutrino spectrum [86].
To convert the sensitivity of the different partially com-
pleted IceCube runs to that of the full IceCube. We assume
that sensitivity scales with the number of strings, which is a
good approximation over the whole range of declinations
searched; the relevant effective areas are presented in [120]
and [121]. Predicted characteristic neutrino emission ener-
gies include Eisoν ∼ 1051 erg [41], and Eisoν ∼ 1050 erg
[42,82] (see the secondary y axis of Fig. 5).
To put these results in context, we compare the obtained
rate upper limits to those of potentially related astrophysi-
cal sources. One of the potential sources of interest is
core-collapse supernovae with rapidly rotating cores, which
may drive relativistic outflows that result in high-energy-
neutrino emission, and can also emit detectable GWs
[9,132–138]. The local (z ¼ 0) rate of core-collapse super-
novae is ∼2 × 10−4 Mpc−3 yr−1 [139], significantly below
the upper limits that were obtained with the present search.
While the present results do not constrain current
astrophysical models, we establish a baseline for future
measurements by advanced GW detectors. The nominal
sensitivity increase of advanced over initial GW detectors is
a factor of 10, which corresponds to a factor 1000 increase
in sensitive volume. For the cases in which the GW
component limits the joint sensitivity, this translates into
a factor of 1000 improvement in the expected source rate
upper limit upon no detection. For emission cases in which
the neutrino component is limiting, this improvement will
be smaller. For comparison, taking the standard-siren GW
emission with Eisogw ¼ 10−2 M⊙c2, and a neutrino emission
comparable to typical GRB gamma-ray emission, Eisoν ¼
1051 erg [41], the upper limit obtained by the present search
is 1.6 × 10−2 Mpc−3 yr−1. In contrast, we project a source
rate upper limit of 4 × 10−4 Mpc−3 yr−1 for a 1-year
observation period with advanced LIGO/Virgo and the
full IceCube, which is comparable to the core-collapse
supernova rate.
C. Detection sensitivity improvement
with the joint search
An advantage of combining data from searches for GWs
and neutrinos is the reduced total FAR. Requiring temporal
and directional coincidence from a joint event are effective
filters in reducing the background, beyond the identifica-
tion capabilities of single-messenger searches. Low FAR
searches are critical in identifying an astrophysical signal
with high significance. This will be particularly important
for the first GW discoveries. Below, we compare search
sensitivities requiring low FAR for the joint GWþ neutrino
search and the GW-only and neutrino-only searches to
characterize the improvement we can expect from the joint
search.
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FIG. 5 (color online). Joint GWþ neutrino source rate upper
limit of the present search as a function of isotropic-equivalent
GW emission Eisogw and neutrino emission. Neutrino emission is
given both in terms of average number of neutrinos detected by
IceCube with 86 strings from 10 Mpc (nðic86Þν ), and in terms of
emitted isotropic-equivalent neutrino energy (Eisoν ; in all flavors).
The results here assume an E−2 neutrino energy spectrum (see
Sec. II B). The results shown here combine measurements from
the three analyzed observation periods (S5/VSR1/IC22, S6/
VSR2/IC59 and S6/VSR3/IC79).
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To estimate the sensitivity of GW searches for low FAR,
we take the S5/VSR1/IC22 observation period, which
represents the longest duration of joint operation. To be
able to estimate GW-only search sensitivities with low
FAR, we extrapolate the distribution of the GW test statistic
to increase the effective number of test-statistic samples.
We fit the complementary cumulative distribution function
of the GW test statistic ρ (see Sec. II A) with the empirical
function a1ðρ − ρð1Þ0 Þγ1 þ a2ðρ − ρð2Þ0 Þγ2 . The distribution of
ρ, as well as the fit, is shown in Fig. 3. With this empirical
distribution we can estimate the average largest ρ for a
given measurement duration. This in turn can be used to
calculate the expected ρ threshold corresponding to a
given FAR.
The efficiency of the joint search and a GW-only search
in detecting a signal below a given FAR as a function of
GW root-sum-squared strain amplitude hrss is shown in
Fig. 4 for different FARs. The detection efficiency is given
as a conditional probability, given 1 detected neutrino. The
figure shows the difference between the efficiencies of the
GW-only and the GWþ neutrino searches. One can see
that the sensitivity of the GWþ neutrino search is much
less dependent on the applied FAR threshold than the
sensitivity of the GW-only search. The joint search is
therefore increasingly advantageous for smaller FARs.
To quantitatively compare the sensitivity of the GW-only
and GWþ neutrino searches at low FAR, we consider the
hrss value for which the searches reach 50% efficiency. We
denote the corresponding hrss value with h50%rss . This is a
meaningful comparison since h50%rss is characteristic of the
distance to which a GW search is sensitive to. The obtained
efficiencies for different FAR levels are shown in Table III.
One can see that, for FAR ¼ 0.01 yr−1, the difference
between the h50%rss values of the GW-only and GWþ
neutrino searches is about a factor of 3. Since the probed
search volume scales with ðh50%rss Þ3, the volume covered by
the joint search increase by a factor of ∼30. Further, for a
5σ discovery, the difference between the GW-only and
GWþ neutrino searches is likely to grow even further. The
joint search can therefore significantly expand the set of
potentially detectable sources. The number of detected joint
sources, nevertheless, will be affected by the probability of
detecting a neutrino from a distant source as well as the
beaming angle of the source.
The above results also highlight the importance of GW
detector characterization efforts. We see from Fig. 4 that
decreasing the FAR reduces the efficiency of the GW-only
search much more significantly than that of the joint search,
due to the non-Gaussian tail of the background GW-event
distribution. For a 5σ discovery over a 1-year observation
period, assuming that the fit curve is valid for higher test-
statistic values, the required GW test statistic would need
to be ρ ≈ 300. This value is outside of the scale of the
injections we performed, and shows that the non-Gaussian
tail of the GW background distribution makes it difficult to
raise the significance of a GWevent. This result exemplifies
that addressing the heavy-tail background distribution in
GW detectors, e.g., in the context of detector characteri-
zation, will be critical for GW-only searches.
To compare the GWþ neutrino search to the neutrino-
only case, we emphasize that the joint search is in principle
capable of detecting joint events with a single detected
neutrino. A neutrino-only search, in the same time, would
require at least 3 directionally and temporally coincident
neutrinos for detection, without any electromagnetic or
other counterpart (e.g., [86]). To compare the GWþ
neutrino and neutrino-only cases, we consider the differ-
ence between the characteristic distances from which 1 or 3
neutrinos are detected from a given source. For simplicity,
we consider the case in which the respective detection
probability is 50%. Let Dν;1 be the distance at which the
probability of detecting at least one neutrino from a given
source is 50%. This corresponds to an average of ∼0.7
detected neutrinos. For the same source, detecting 3 or
more neutrinos with 50% probability corresponds to an
average of ∼2.7 detected neutrinos. The ratio between the
characteristic distances of the neutrino-only search and the
GWþ neutrino search (given a GW trigger) is therefore
Dν;3=Dν;1 ≈ 2; ð15Þ
corresponding to a search volume increase of a factor of
∼10. Note that beaming will be the same for the neutrino-
only and the GWþ neutrino search, it will therefore not
affect this difference. For the GWþ neutrino case, a
limitation will come from the finite distance from which
GWs can be detected (up to hundreds of megaparsecs for
advanced GW detectors, depending on the source’s GW
emission).
D. PeV neutrinos
Following IceCube’s recent detection of > 100 TeV
astrophysical neutrinos [28,29], it is beneficial to consider
the extension of the present GWþ neutrino search in this
direction. While some of the > 100 TeV neutrinos have
poor localization as they show a cascade-like hit pattern in
the detector, the present analysis pipeline can incorporate
TABLE III. Distances and hrss thresholds at which 50% of
astrophysical sources with standard-siren GW emission are
detectable for different FAR values, for both the GW-only and
the GWþ neutrino searches. The GWþ neutrino case assumes
that 1 neutrino has been detected from the source.
Search FAR [yr−1] h50%rss [Hz−1=2] Distance [Mpc]
GW-only 0.1 9 × 10−22 5
GW-only 0.01 1.7 × 10−21 3
GWþ neutrino 0.1 5 × 10−22 9
GWþ neutrino 0.01 6 × 10−22 8
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this limited direction reconstruction, as well as the temporal
coincidence, to find joint GWþ neutrino events.
We compared the time of arrival of the > 100 TeV
neutrinos detected by IceCube to the time periods when
LIGO-Virgo were operational. While some of the neutrinos
were detected during the nominal LIGO-Virgo observation
periods, in the present search we considered only times for
which at least three detectors were operational. None of the
> 100 TeV neutrinos had such triple coincidence. While
this means that we presently did not determine meaningful
limits on joint sources of GWs and > 100 TeV neutrinos,
these searches can present an interesting direction for the
advanced GW detector era, even in its early stages with
limited GW direction reconstruction capabilities.
IV. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
We searched for common transient sources of GWs and
high-energy neutrinos using the initial LIGO and Virgo
GW observatories (S5-6/VSR1-3 observation periods)
along with the partially completed IceCube neutrino
detector (22, 59, and 79 strings). We found no sufficiently
significant joint event to claim detection. We used the
results to derive a limit on the rate of common sources for a
range of GW and neutrino emission parameters. Taking
the standard-siren GW emission with Eisogw ¼ 10−2 M⊙c2
around 150 Hz and a neutrino emission energy Eisoν ¼
1051 erg comparable to typical GRB gamma-ray emission,
we constrain the source rate below 1.6 × 10−2 Mpc−3 yr−1.
While these results do not constrain current astrophysical
models, we establish a baseline for future measurements by
advanced GW detectors. We project a source rate upper
limit of 4 × 10−4 Mpc−3 yr−1 for a 1-year observation
period with advanced LIGO/Virgo and the full IceCube,
which is comparable to the core-collapse supernova rate.
We investigated the improvement of a GWþ neutrino
search over single-messenger searches with respect to
(i) the obtained source rate upper limit and (ii) search
sensitivity. We characterized the latter as the prospects of
identifying an astrophysical signal with low FAR, which is
necessary for discovery. For the first time we carried out
a comparison with low FAR (1=100 yr). We found that
the GWþ neutrino search performs significantly better
than a GW-only search. Compared to the extrapolated
GW background distribution, the horizon distance of the
GWþ neutrino search increased by a factor of ∼3. This
difference further increases with decreasing FAR. This
demonstrates that the added information from multiple
astronomical messengers will be especially important for
high-significance detections. The difference for these
detections is more pronounced than for source rate upper
limits that allow higher FAR. Our results further indicate
that the heavy-tail distribution of the GW-event test statistic
limits the prospects of high-significance single-messenger
detections, making GW detector characterization a critical
step in increasing sensitivity for advanced GW detectors
(e.g., [140,141]). For characterizing the different sensitiv-
ities of GWþ neutrino and neutrino-only searches, we find
that the possibility of detection even with 1 observed
neutrino for the joint analysis increases the search volume
by a factor of ∼10 compared to neutrino-only searches that
require at least 3 coincident neutrinos for detection. This
increased volume, nevertheless, may be limited by the
range of GW detection.
The search algorithm developed for this analysis is
readily usable with data from any number of advanced
GW detectors and with neutrino observatories such as
IceCube or KM3NeT. Observations may be especially
interesting with early advanced GW detectors with only
two operational observatories. The search can also be used
to search for the highest-energy (∼PeV) neutrinos coinci-
dent with GW signals, even with limited directional
information.
With IceCube now completed and with the construction
of advanced LIGO-Virgo finishing within a year, the next
generation of multimessenger searches can commence
soon, expanding our reach towards the high-energy, tran-
sient phenomena.
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APPENDIX: p-VALUE OF DIRECTIONAL
COINCIDENCE
For the directional distributions of GWs, neutrinos
and galaxies, a well-defined signal hypothesis exists, i.e.
the joint source is located at a specific direction.
Accordingly, for the directional distributions we define
a likelihood ratio for each messenger that we combine
into one joint likelihood ratio L. For GWs, we take the
point spread function derived by cWB [109] as the signal
likelihood Sgw. For neutrinos, we use a 2-dimensional
Gaussian directional probability distribution function Sν,
with its center at the reconstructed neutrino direction, and
standard deviation equal to the reconstructed directional
uncertainty. For simplicity, we consider Sν to be 0 for
directions at which it is < 10−4 deg−2 to ensure that very
low-probability overlaps are not considered directionally
coincident. For the galaxies we take the weighted galaxy
distribution, as defined above, as the signal likelihood
Sgal. For simplicity, we use isotropic distribution for a
background likelihood B for GWs, neutrinos and the
galaxy distribution (the background neutrino distribution
weakly depends on the zenith angle; e.g., [123]). For
joint GWþ neutrino event i we get the following joint
likelihood ratio:
LðiÞð~xsÞ ¼
SðiÞgwð~xsÞSðiÞgalð~xsÞ
Q
fjgS
ðjÞ
ν ð~xsÞ
BðiÞgwB
ðiÞ
gal
Q
fjgB
ðjÞ
ν
; ðA1Þ
where ~xs is the unknown source direction, fjg runs over
the set of neutrinos in the cluster. Treating ~xs as a
nuisance parameter, we marginalize over the whole sky to
arrive at a marginalized likelihood ratio
LðiÞ ¼
Z
LðiÞð~xsÞd~xs: ðA2Þ
To determine the significance of a given marginalized
likelihood ratio, we compare it to the distribution of L for
background data. Denoting this distribution with PBGðLÞ,
we calculate its p-value psky that provides a measure of
its significance:
pðiÞsky ¼
Z
∞
LðiÞ
PBGðL0ÞdL0: ðA3Þ
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